An investigation of the factors affecting development of frontal cortex self-stimulation.
Intracranial self-stimulation (ICSS) of the medial prefrontal cortex (MFC) is acquired gradually, taking 4 or more days to establish. One explanation for this finding is that the stimulation becomes more rewarding with repetition. Four experiments were conducted to test this hypotheses. In Experiment 1, the MFC ICSS frequency thresholds remained constant over the first 3 weeks of testing while the rate of lever pressing response increased. In Experiment 2, it was found that acquisition of MFC ICSS was much more rapid when a motorically simpler response (nose-poking) was employed. Similarly, Experiments 3 and 4 further demonstrated that response factors such as task complexity may ultimately determine the rate of development of frontal cortex ICSS. Overall, these data suggest that independent of the rewarding effects of MFC stimulation there are other effects that initially interfere with learning of complex operant responses.